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Spring Equinox is the time of the year when our planet's axis shifts towards the sun creating more daylight hours and fewer nighttime hours. Eco-spiritually, it is a time of balance. To we Veshigi, this time is called Luxifarum, or the Season of light. Metaphorically, it is also considered a time of "Lucifuge". 
Lucifuge is a time when light is forged into the world. Symbolically, light can be considered inspiration or illumination as well, especially in times of great need...and the action that inevitably comes from it.    
This year, Spring Equinox happens on March 20, 2022, at 10:33 am central time. 
Symbolically, this is a balance of opposites or opposing forces. It's considered a "twilight day", as twilight is the time between dawn and dusk/light and dark. Any majikal workings and rituals are generally created and carried out with these energies in mind. The equinoxes really are very similar to new year traditions, as in the desire of working forwards, forward-thinking, embracing new beginnings, planting better ideas, and removing or transmuting things that are no longer of service. 
This full moon, on March 18th, the Moon is in Virgo (the maiden), and the Sun in Aries (the ram or he-goat). The combined assets or union of the solar and lunar energies at this time creates a hermaphroditic satyr; a symbol similar to the Templar Baphomet. One could consider a more female version of Pan (the Greek god of the wildwood) in this regard, but with Equinox being a time of balance just 2 days later, polarization need not apply, as any personification would be completely and equally both. 
I consider Pan as neither male nor female, but the strong and able conditions of both. As Spring, and depending on the witch working the symbols, one might reflect their own personal strengths and associations into their visualization or model of what their own personal Pan is. For some, the physical association may be more gender-defined in certain aspects, while for others, the imagery may be completely fluid. 

In the animal world, Spring is a time of mating and fertility, but that doesn't negate those who do not carry the ability, no longer carry the ability or the desire to sexually reproduce their own species. Reproduction is not always a physical sexual union, and in some species, reproduction is shifted or shared. Creation is especially majikal in regard to the arts, crafts, trades, teaching, learning, guiding, and gardening. 
To "produce" is a synthesis of ideas, thoughts, feelings, and inspirations made manifest. Etymologically, the word "produce" has its origin in Latin with pro meaning "to move forward" and ducere meaning "to lead". Technically,  the word "procedure", even though considered of French origin, one can see where pro and ducere not only fit into the language but also the feeling and definition; as with a procedure, one does indeed "move forward" and "lead" in regard to obtaining a goal. A "reproduction" means to "produce again", and is a perfect metaphor for renaissance majik, as the term renaissance is defined as a "revival of or renewed interest in something". 
Taking the etymology, the balance, and the immense cornucopia of stories, metaphor, and symbolism into consideration, this time is perfect for alchemical work.     
At Spring Equinox, balance is the focused energy. 
It is through the balance, the null, the void, hrydaya, the heart, the cauldron, the womb, the muse, the in-between or twixt, the zero point, the black hole -or whatever you want to call it- that all possibility exists. 
It is during this time that the balance of all things is honored and metaphorically employed in matters that require a stalemate, a balance, a creation, a beginning, a process, or a unification. In many respects, Mars says "fire away!", but the logical and grounded Virgo says "hold on a minute, let's be rational."
It is also the time for "cease-fire", as it gives the mind, body, and spirit space to renegotiate, regenerate, and heal.  
The time from Full Moon to Equinox is a perfect time to recharge and reconnect to nature. It's a perfect time to pull away from the toxicity of modern entrapments such as social media and ward away the news, especially if it's causing anxiety and stress. It's a great time for grounding and communication. A time to take a deep breath, go for a walk, and take in all of the beauty that surrounds us (just be sure to protect yourself from ticks and other insects). 
It's a time to watch and feed the birds...just don't touch them because that stupid bird flu is back. It's a time to plant seeds and to reflect on any feelings and thoughts that we may have been focused on throughout the winter.  
This March full moon is also known by many native American names such as worm moon and bird moon, crow moon, or raven moon. The reason is that the soil is now warm, soft, and moist enough that the worms move towards the surface. The birds see this as a wonderful time for full bellies and commence a feeding frenzy; especially after a long and cold Winter.
For us as Veshigi, the March tides are especially inspiring and majiikal, as we associate the March Full Moon as a Raven Moon, and with the equinox and Pan-generative, artistic and alchemical energies being so strong at this time.  
March is also the birthday or anniversary of the founding of our coven, Ravynmoon -which "coincidentally", occurred during the astronomical "raven moon" back in 1984.
As far as offering a particular working or ritual for this time, I will not do it because it is a most personal time, and the possibilities are endless. As for symbolism, and sympathetic and connective qualities, look within yourself for those "seeds" of inspiration. Anything that you were focusing on over the Winter months should be meditated on now. Were they ideas about a new project? If so, start laying down some serious groundwork now, if you haven't already. Is there a struggle in your life that requires a truce, agreement, or stalemate? Communication and learning are on high at this time, so now may be a good time to "flip the script". 
Some symbolic suggestions I will contribute are:
Mirrors: reflection.
Clouds: Meditation
Birds, nests, feathers, and eggs: flight, freedom, new beginnings, treasure finding. (careful because of bird flu)
Satyrs: Pan energy. Protection, strength, balance, freedom.
Scales: Balance.
Seeds, plants, and garden planning: growth, and potential.
The Sciences: Learning and education. 
Stars: Guidance and light, inspiration, travel, communication.
Candles: light, inspiration, and illumination. 
Bees: Organization and cooperation, obtaining needs and requirements. 
Wildwood, forest critters, and dirt: earth-based reconnective qualities, wild-spirit, freedom, health, regeneration. 
Symbols of the arts, crafts, trades, and music.
All of these suggestions are Spring forward, and creative forces and focuses. 
Happy Full Moon, and Happy Equinox. May all things be in balance.  
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